PPDM Association - Volunteer Opportunities

Contribute your knowledge, expertise and vision to professionalize petroleum data management, and gain valuable insight and experience. Come. Connect with your community. Help put Petroleum Data Management on the career map. Join our volunteer force today.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Certification
The Petroleum Data Management Certification Committee (PDMCC) is made up of subject matter experts dedicated to advancing professional development for the data management community through certification programs. The PDMCC helps design, promote and develop certification programs that will be industry recognized within the realm of petroleum data management. CPDA’s welcomed.

Volunteers Needed: 3 global

Professional Development Committee
The PDC is making great progress. To keep pace, we’re also recruiting SMEs for Surveys, Outreach and Job Families workstreams. Contribute your knowledge and expertise to job role competencies, career mapping and survey development and analysis.

Volunteers Needed: 3 - 6 global

PPDM Education Advisory Committee
The PEAC is a new committee, tasked with the identifying our community education and training needs and collaborating with multiple stakeholders to fill those gaps.

Volunteers Needed: 4 – 5

INTERNATIONAL PETROLEUM DATA STANDARDS

Reference Values List
The Reference Values Site is an active and growing set of lists that is maintained by a dedicated PPDM Association work group. If you would like to contribute values, a list of values or participate in this work group, please contact us.

Volunteers Needed: 4

PPDM Modelling Committee
We intend to publish a new version (3.10) of the Public Petroleum Data Model allowing for additional capabilities. Work is now well underway but the need for those willing to review is consistent.

Volunteers Needed: Full criteria on our website

Rules
We are seeking the assistance from industry professionals passionate about data quality to fill various roles including review and classification of the resource library. Please note that funding is required for this to go forward.

Volunteers Needed: Assorted industry professionals.

COMMUNITY

Regional Leadership Teams
Regional Leadership teams are formed in areas where the PPDM Community has grown to the level where events and activities are regularly held in the area and hold an advisory role for activities in the area, and throughout the overall data management community.

Volunteers Needed:
- Australia East: 2
- Australia West: 1
- UK/Europe: 4
- Denver: 4
- Calgary: 3
- Midland: 1

Editorial Committee
This Committee works on the content of the Data Examiner. Role includes approving abstracts, reviewing and commenting on articles, and providing ideas for other content. This role is comparatively light in activity.

Authors also needed regularly to submit articles.

Volunteers Needed: 4

How do I get involved?
Email: volunteer@ppdm.org